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Abstract—Large language models (LLMs) achieve promising
results in code generation based on a given natural language
description. They have been integrated into open-source projects
and commercial products to facilitate daily coding activities. The
natural language description in the prompt is crucial for LLMs
to comprehend users’ requirements. Prior studies uncover that
LLMs are sensitive to the changes in the prompts, including slight
changes that look inconspicuous. However, the natural language
descriptions often vary in real-world scenarios (e.g., different
formats, grammar, and wording). Prior studies on the robustness
of LLMs are often based on random perturbations and such
perturbations may not actually happen. In this paper, we conduct
a comprehensive study to investigate how are code LLMs robust
to variations of natural language description in real-world sce-
narios. We summarize 18 categories of perturbations of natural
language and 3 combinations of co-occurred categories based
on our literature review and an online survey with practitioners.
We propose an automated framework, NLPerturbator, which can
perform perturbations of each category given a set of prompts.
Through a series of experiments on code generation using six
code LLMs, we find that the perturbed prompts can decrease
the performance of code generation by a considerable margin
(e.g., up to 21.2%, and 4.8% to 6.1% on average). Our study
highlights the importance of enhancing the robustness of LLMs
to real-world variations in the prompts, as well as the essentiality
of attentively constructing the prompts.

Index Terms—large language models, robustness, code gener-
ation

I. INTRODUCTION

Large language models (LLMs) have shown impressive
and promising capabilities in software engineering tasks [1],
[2], [3]. Among such tasks, code generation is an important
practice in AI-assisted software engineering and has been
widely studied by prior LLM-related works [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8]. Given the prompt with natural language description, LLMs
generate the source code correspondingly. Practitioners can
then utilize the generated code to accelerate the process of
development and maintenance.

The natural language (NL) description in the prompt is
crucial to convey the requirements defined by users to LLMs.
Prior studies evaluate the capability of LLMs on code gen-
eration based on the datasets with human-verified prompts.
However, the NL description in the prompts may vary in real-
world scenarios due to different wording, grammar, format,

* Co-first author, equally contributed.
† Corresponding author.

and even typos. Prior studies find that LLMs are usually
sensitive to such variations [9], [10], a slight change may lead
to a completely different result. For example, Figure 1 shows
a pair of code snippets generated by StarCoder [5]. Using
the original prompt in HumanEval [4] dataset, StarCoder
generates a correct solution code snippet. However, StarCoder
generates an incorrect code snippet by simply repeating a word
“it” in the prompt. Such variations or perturbations of NL
descriptions may often occur in real-world scenarios.

Prior studies proposed a series of approaches to evaluate
the robustness of LLMs [11], [12]. However, such approaches
often focus on natural language processing (NLP) tasks (e.g.,
sentiment analysis) and are mostly based on random per-
turbations (e.g., randomly replacing characters in random
locations). Therefore, it is still unclear how are LLMs robust
to real-world variations in NL descriptions when practitioners
are using LLMs to perform code generations.

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study to in-
vestigate how are code LLMs robust to perturbations of NL
description in real-world scenarios: 1) we first derive a list
of 25 initial categories of perturbations in NL based on prior
studies and our experience in using LLMs to generate code;
2) we conduct an online survey with practitioners in the
open-source community, industry, and academia to verify if
the initial categories of perturbations can actually occur in
real-world scenarios. We have a list of 18 final categories
and several combinations of co-occurred categories as the
result; 3) we propose an automated framework, NLPerturbator,
which can parse the NL description from the prompt and then
apply perturbations of specific categories including the 18 final
categories and 3 combinations of co-occurred categories; 4)
we conduct experiments on six open-source code LLMs to
evaluate their robustness to the perturbed prompts.

In particular, we study the following three research ques-
tions:

RQ1: What are the Practitioners’ Perspective on the
Categories of Perturbations in Natural Languages? In this
research question, we analyze the survey results for their
perspective on each initial category of perturbation and their
feedback on co-occurred categories. We find that 18 out of the
25 initial categories have a majority of survey participants con-
sidering that they can occur in real-world scenarios. Moreover,
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Model: StarCoder, Data: HumanEval/16

Original Prompt Perturbed Prompt
1 def count_distinct_characters(string: str) -> int: 1 def count_distinct_characters(string: str) -> int:

2
""" Given a string, find out how many 

distinct characters (regardless of case) 
does it consist of

2
""" Given a string, find out how many 

distinct characters (regardless of case) 
does it it consist of

3 >>> count_distinct_characters('xyzXYZ') 3 >>> count_distinct_characters('xyzXYZ')
4 3 4 3
5 >>> count_distinct_characters('Jerry') 5 >>> count_distinct_characters('Jerry')
6 4 6 4
7 """ 7 """

Output (original) Output (perturbed)

8 return len(set(string.lower())) 8 return len(set(string))

Fig. 1. Example of code generation using original and perturbed prompts.
StarCoder [5] fails to generate a correct solution (i.e., neglects the requirement
of letter case) when an extra word “it” is repeated in the natural language
description of the problem HumanEval/16..

86.5% of the participants consider that multiple categories of
perturbations can occur in the same prompt. They provide 80
unique combinations of co-occurred categories in total.

RQ2: How are the Results of Automatically Composing
Perturbations in Natural Languages that Reflect Real-
world Scenarios? In this research question, we manually
examine the prompts perturbed by NLPerturbator for each
category. Specifically, we examine the effectiveness (i.e., if the
perturbation belongs to the desired category and is applied to
the NL part of the prompt) and naturalness (i.e., if the resulted
prompt looks natural) of each perturbed prompt. We find that
NLPerturbator has an average effectiveness and naturalness
of 94.0% & 86.6% for HumanEval and 96.7% & 91.8% for
MBPP, respectively.

RQ3: How are Code LLMs Robust to the Perturbations
in Natural Languages on Code Generation? We investigate
the robustness of code LLMs to NL perturbations using our
manually verified perturbations datasets. We find that our
perturbed prompts can decrease the performance of code
generation, while the extent varies for different categories and
code LLMs.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

• We propose an automated framework, NLPerturbator, which
can perform perturbations that reflect real-world scenarios
on the NL description of prompts based on the feedback
from practitioners.

• We provide manually verified datasets, HumanEval-R and
MBPP-R, which can be leveraged to investigate the robust-
ness of LLMs to NL perturbations on code generation.

• We conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the robustness
of six code LLMs to the NL perturbations and discuss
the implications to prompt engineering and directions for
improving the robustness of LLMs.

Paper Organization. Section II summarizes the related work.
Section III discusses the research methodology. Section IV
describes the categories of perturbations and the implemen-
tation of our perturbators. Section V presents the results
by answering three research questions. Section VI discusses
the implications of our study and the threats to validity.
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Studies on Robustness of LLMs. Large language models
(e.g., ChatGPT [13]) have received extensive attention for
their superior understanding and generative abilities. Given the
importance of robustness for LLMs, a series of researches have
been conducted to study such aspect. Wang et al. [11] and Zhu
et al. [12] presented benchmarks to evaluate the robustness of
LLMs. They compiled a collection of perturbation approaches
(e.g., back translation), natural language processing tasks
(NLP tasks, e.g., NL translation), datasets (e.g., GLUE), and
evaluation metrics (e.g., performance drop rate) to evaluate the
robustness of language models. Some prior studies discussed
the reliability and potential risks of LLMs, including the
robustness to various prompts [9], [14]. Apart from NLP
tasks, some prior studies [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]
also explored the robustness of language models in coding-
related tasks (e.g., code generation, code completion, and
code comment generation). These works followed perturbation
approaches and evaluation methodologies from existing NLP
studies and discussed the robustness of code models. However,
such prior studies leveraged perturbation approaches that are
almost arbitrary and random, which can hardly reflect real-
world scenarios when using LLMs in code tasks.

Different from prior studies, we focus on natural language
perturbations that can happen in real-world scenarios when
using LLMs to generate code, which may provide more
practical insights to comprehend the robustness of LLMs.

Studies on Code Generation. Previous works proposed many
approaches to assist in code generation. We summarize them
into approaches based on deep neural networks [21], [22], [23],
pre-trained language models [23], [24], [25], and LLMs [5],
[26], [27], [28]. (1) Deep neural networks have been applied
to code generation, which is a preliminary step towards
automated code generation. For example, Ling et al. [21]
and Sun et al. [29] proposed different neural architectures for
code generation that leveraged structural information extracted
from the inputs and achieved promising results. (2) Pre-
trained language models acquire knowledge from large-scale
datasets and improve the performance of code generation by
a considerable margin. Svyatkovskiy et al. [23] and Wang et
al. [24] used pre-trained language models to generate code and
evaluated the textual similarity (e.g., BLEU score [30]) with
the ground truth. (3) Recently, utilizing LLMs to generate code
using natural language descriptions has attracted interest from
both industry and academia. A variety of code LLMs have
shown great effectiveness in code generation, including open-
source LLMs (e.g., StarCoder [5] and CodeGen2 [26]) and
commercial LLMs (e.g., Codex [4]). These code LLMs vary
in many aspects such as model size, training method, and data
collection. In addition, some works aimed to enhance code
LLMs with different techniques such as retrieval [31] and in-
context learning [32].

On top of such code generation techniques, we study
the natural language perturbations that happen in real-world
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Fig. 2. Overview of our study.

scenarios. The purpose of our study is to help strengthen the
robustness of code LLMs in practice.

III. METHODOLOGY

Figure 2 presents an overview of the methodology of our
study. Stage 1: We derive an initial list of categories of the
perturbations in natural language (NL) that might be related
to the description of code generation. Stage 2: We conduct an
online survey with practitioners for their perspectives on the
perturbations that may actually happen in real-world scenarios
for code generation. Stage 3: Based on the feedback of our
survey, we build a framework that can automatically compose
NL perturbations on prompts that are close to real-world
scenarios. Stage 4: We investigate how robust code LLMs
are to the perturbations on prompts by comparing the results
of code generation using original and perturbed prompts.
A. Stage 1: Initial Categories of Perturbations in Natural
Language

We focus on studying the NL description of a prompt. In
this stage, we manually derive a list of initial categories of
perturbations in NL based on prior studies and our experience
in using LLMs to generate code.
Paper Collection. To collect a set of papers related to the
robustness of LLMs in code generation, we first use the key-
words “robustness code generation”, “robust code generation”,
“robustness large language models”, “robust large language
models”, “robustness LLM”, and “robust LLM” to search in
Google Scholar. We perform such search strategy since LLM-
related work is an emerging topic, many related studies are
released on arXiv [33] as pre-prints before the acceptance from
a research venue. We read the title and abstract of the top 20
search results by relevance and then collect papers related to
our study. All of the collected papers appear in the top-20
search results, we do not find the results relevant from top-21
to top-30 search results. We then check the references of these
papers to identify more related papers. Eventually, we collect

43 papers that are related to the robustness of language models.
For the collection strategy of these papers, 35 of them are
collected from the search results (31 papers are collected from
the top-10 search results, 4 papers are collected from the top-
11 to top-20 search results) and 8 of them are collected from
their references. For the research venues, 15 of the collected
papers were published at a research venue (i.e., a conference
or a journal) and 28 of them are ArXiv papers (as of October
2023). A full list of the collected papers can be found in our
replication package [34].

Derivation of Initial Categories. Two authors of this paper
first independently summarize a list of categories of perturba-
tions based on the collected papers and their experience in us-
ing LLMs to generate code. The two authors then combine the
independently derived categories together. For each category
in the combined list, the two authors further independently
label whether its definition is clear and can be related to
the NL description of code generation or not. Following
prior studies [35], [36], [37], we use Cohen’s Kappa [38] to
measure the agreement of the label results between the two
authors. Overall, we have a Cohen’s Kappa value of 0.63,
which indicates a substantial agreement. Subsequently, the two
authors discuss the disagreements to reach a consensus, merge
similar categories, and derive the list of 25 initial categories
of perturbations in NL for code generation as the result.

B. Stage 2: Survey on Perturbations in Real-world Scenarios
of Code Generation

We derive initial categories of perturbations in Stage 1.
To further investigate what kind of perturbations can hap-
pen in real-world scenarios for code generation, we conduct
an anonymous, online survey with practitioners. We follow
Kitchenham and Pfleeger’s guidelines [39] and other survey-
related studies in Software Engineering [40], [41] to conduct
the survey.



1) Survey Design and Protocol.: The survey includes three
parts and we briefly discuss the design of questions for each
part. The complete design of our survey can be found in our
replication package [34].

Part 1: Information of Participants. We ask the participants
for their basic information, including the country or region of
residence, current occupation, primary job role, and years of
experience in the primary job role. We also ask the participants
whether they have experience in using LLMs to generate code.

Part 2: Naturalness of Categories of Perturbations. For
each category of perturbations that we derive in Stage 1, we
provide an example and ask the participants to rate if the
category is natural and may occur in real-world scenarios of
code generation using LLMs. The participant can choose from
“Yes”, “No”, and “Not sure”. We also provide additional fields
of comments where the participants are free to leave their
comments related to the categories.

Part 3: Co-occurrence of Different Categories of Perturba-
tions. We first ask the participants for whether they consider
that multiple categories of perturbations can occur in the same
prompt, they can choose from “Yes”, “No”, and “Not sure”.

• If the answer is “Yes”: Another short-answer question will
pop up to ask for the possible combinations. We provide an
instruction for how to input the combinations. We suggest
the participants list several combinations (e.g., 2 - 5) that
may possibly happen in real-world scenarios and do not
need to exhaustively list all the possible combinations. This
short-answer question is optional, the participants can leave
it blank if they consider the co-occurrence of different
categories possible but don’t have a clear idea of the specific
combinations at the moment.

• If the answer is “No”: Another short-answer question will
pop up to ask for the potential reasons. This is an optional
question.

• If the answer is “Not sure”: No follow-up questions.

After the completion of these three parts, we also provide
an optional comment field where the participants can leave
their additional comments regarding the survey.

Survey Implementation. We use Microsoft Forms [42] to
implement the survey following the design discussed above.
The survey is anonymous and can be accessed using the link.
We conduct a pilot survey with five practitioners to collect
their feedback on the overall design of our survey. All the
practitioners in the pilot survey have experience in using LLMs
to generate code. Their feedback is related to two aspects: (1)
clarity and consistency of some terms; and (2) conciseness of
the instructions. We make minor modifications to adjust the
terms and refine the instructions based on the feedback and
then have a final version of the survey. The final version of
our survey can be found in our replication package [34].

2) Recruitment of Participants.: We contact professionals
in industry or research institutions and ask for their help to
disseminate our survey. Specifically, we send emails to our
contacts in Microsoft, Ericsson, Morgan Stanley, Huawei, and

other research institutions, encouraging them to disseminate
our surveys to their colleagues.

Demographics. In total, we receive 57 survey responses. Our
survey participants reside in nine countries or regions across
three continents, including 34 participants residing in Asia, 4
participants in Europe, and 19 participants in North America.
Their years of experience vary from 1 year to 10 years,
with an average of 3.6 years. The top two occupations of
the participants are industrial/freelance professional (40%) and
academic/industrial researcher (33%).

3) Data Analysis.: Here we analyze the data of our survey:

• For Part 1, we specifically examine how many participants
have experience in using LLMs to generate code. Among the
57 responses, we drop 5 responses that select no experience
in using LLMs to generate code. We consider the remaining
52 responses as valid responses for further analysis.

• For each category in Part 2, we count the percentage of
each answer for if it is natural and can happen in real-world
scenarios of code generation using LLMs. The category with
a majority of answers as “Yes” will be considered into the
final list of categories and studied in the remaining stages.

• For Part 3, we count the frequency of each combination
of co-occurrences mentioned by the survey participants and
select the top 3 combinations for the remaining stages of
our study.

After this stage, we have a final list of categories that
take the survey feedback into account on top of the initial
categories.

C. Stage 3: Automatically Composing Natural Language Per-
turbations on Prompts

We automatically compose NL perturbations on prompts
based on the categories derived from the previous two stages.
We further conduct a human evaluation to verify these
prompts.

Datasets. We conduct the study on two datasets: Hu-
manEval [4] and MBPP [43], which are widely used by prior
studies to evaluate the performance of code LLMs [5], [28],
[26], [27], [44]. Table I shows the statistics of the datasets.

• HumanEval [4] is a set of 164 hand-written python
programming problems. Each problem includes an input
prompt, a canonical solution, and a series of test cases.
The input prompt is composed of a function signature, a
functional description, and several example outputs.

• MBPP [43] contains 974 coding problems in Python, in-
cluding a subset of 427 problems that are manually verified
by the authors. Each problem includes an input prompt
containing the functional description, solution code for
reference, and test cases. We leverage the manually verified
subset to conduct our study.

Automated Perturbations for each Category. We propose
an automated framework, NLPerturbator, to parse the NL
description from the prompt, and then apply perturbations of
specific categories (i.e., perturbators) on the NL description



TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS.

Dataset HumanEval MBPP
Num. of examples 164 427
Avg. characters in NL descriptions 231.6 88.2
Avg. words in NL descriptions 47.0 17.9

in the prompt. Our framework can be configured through the
following aspects:
• Perturbator. The perturbations that can be applied to the

prompts include each of the survey-verified 18 categories
as well as each of the top 3 combinations of co-occurred
categories. Each perturbator implements the perturbations of
a specific category.

• Times. Times of perturbations to be applied for each
prompt, which can be computed based on the product of
a base frequency and the number of perturbable locations.
The minimum value is 1 to prevent void perturbations.

• Dataset. The dataset to use our framework (e.g., Hu-
manEval).
Given the dataset, our framework automatically identifies

the NL part in the prompt, applies the specified perturbators
for specific times, and then returns the perturbed dataset. We
receive suggestions from the survey participants in Stage 2
regarding the implementation of some categories. We take ac-
count of their comments while implementing the perturbators.
We will discuss the implementation details of each category
in Section IV.
Human Evaluation on the Perturbed Prompts. We conduct
a human evaluation to examine the automated perturbed re-
sults of our framework. Specifically, we use our framework
to generate perturbed results for each category on the two
datasets. We set a default frequency of perturbation for each
category in both standalone (i.e., each category occurs once
in each prompt) and co-occurred (i.e., each category in the
combination occurs once in each prompt) scenarios. Following
a similar process of prior studies on manually annotating the
data [45], [46], [47], two authors of this paper then indepen-
dently and manually inspect all the results. For each perturbed
prompt, the authors examine and label its effectiveness and
naturalness:
• Effectiveness. If the perturbation belongs to the desired

category and is applied to the natural language part of the
prompt.

• Naturalness. If the resulting prompt looks natural and can
occur in real-world scenarios.
When the labeling is finished, the two authors then compare

their results and discuss each disagreement until they reach a
consensus [48]. We have a Cohen’s Kappa [38] value of 0.74
in this process, which indicates a substantial agreement. For
the perturbed prompt that is labeled as either not effective or
not natural, we manually modify the perturbed prompt to be
effective and natural.

After this stage, we have two datasets with manually-
verified perturbations of each category based on HumanEval
and MBPP to examine the robustness of LLMs on code

generation. We name the two manually-verified datasets as
HumanEval-R and MBPP-R. We will discuss the results of
human evaluation in RQ2.

D. Stage 4: Experiments on Code Generation

We conduct experiments to compare the results of code
LLMs on code generation, using the original prompts with-
out perturbations and our perturbed prompts. We leverage
HumanEval-R and MBPP-R derived from the previous stage
as the perturbed prompts. Specifically, we feed the prompts
with perturbations in each category into the code LLMs and
compare their Pass@1 with the results using original prompts.

Code LLMs. We use six open-source code LLMs to conduct
the experiments on code generation.
• InCoder [49] is a code LLM that supports both program

synthesis and editing. We use the 6B version of Incoder in
our study.

• Code Llama [28] is a series of code LLMs further
trained based on Llama 2 [6] using code tokens. The code
Llama family models include several variants (e.g., standard,
python, and instruct) and different sizes (e.g., 7B, 13B, 34B).
We use the standard model with a 7B size of parameters in
our study.

• CodeGeeX2 [27] is a multilingual code LLM that supports
prompts written in both English and Chinese. It has 6B
parameters.

• CodeGen2.5 [26] is a family of auto-regressive language
models for program synthesis which are further trained
based on CodeGen2 [26] using multilingual programming
language data. The variants of this family of models include
the standard version multi, mono that is further trained based
on multi using additional Python tokens, and instruct that
is further trained based on mono using instruction data.
The size of the parameters is 7B. In our study, we use
CodeGen2.5-7B-mono to run the experiments.

• StarCoder [5] is a code LLM trained from code tokens
written in 80+ programming languages and further fine-
tuned using Python tokens. The size of parameters is 15.5B.

• WizardCoder [50] is a collection of code LLMs trained
by Evol-Instruct. WizardCoder has various released versions
based on the model sizes, language specificity, and founda-
tion models. In our work, we use WizardCoder-Python-7B-
V1.0.

Evaluation Metrics. Following previous research on code
generation [4], [27], [26], [28], [5], [50], we utilize Pass@k [4]
to measure the functional correctness of the generated code.
For each problem, the model generates n code solutions, and
k (k ≤ n) of them are selected for evaluation. A problem is
considered solved if any of the k samples can pass all tests,
and we compute the ratio of solved problems as the final result.
We compute Pass@1 and Pass@10 in the experiments and set
n to 15 for efficiency. Since we find similar overall trends for
Pass@1 and Pass@10, we only report the results of Pass@1
in the paper due to space constraints. The results of Pass@10
are archived in our replication package [34].



Implementation Details of Experiments. To maximize the
reproducibility, we leverage the popular evaluation frame-
work Code Generation LM Evaluation Harness [5] in our
experiments. We use the perturbed prompts as the input and
compare them with the results using original prompts. For
the computation of Pass@k, we use the default option which
estimates the results following the evaluation of Codex [4] and
generate 15 samples for each prompt. We set the temperature
to 0.2 and the maximum length of generation to 512.

IV. CATEGORIES OF PERTURBATIONS

In this section, we discuss the categories of NL perturbations
derived based on the process of Stage 1 and Stage 2 in
Section III. We divide the categories into five groups based on
the type of operations to apply such perturbations, including
Addition, Deletion, Editing, Swap, and Paraphrasing. For each
category, we illustrate its description and how we implement
the perturbation. Table II provides the original prompt and
the perturbed prompt for each category as an example. In the
example, “ ” refers to a space rather than an underscore.

While illustrating the implementation of perturbations, we
refer to the times of perturbations as “T” (i.e., the perturbation
is applied T times for each prompt). T is calculated based on
the product of: (1) the number of perturbable elements and (2)
a pre-set frequency value (i.e., what percent of the perturbable
elements will be perturbed). We set the default frequency value
for each category based on our observation on the results and
attempt to achieve a balance of naturalness and effectiveness.
The detailed frequency of each category can be found in our
replication package [34].

A. Categories of Addition.

The categories of Addition are related to adding an element
(e.g., a character, a word, or a space) to the prompt.

A1: Extra Space outside Words. Add an extra space outside
the words (i.e., before or after a word).
Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies the locations of word
boundaries such as the start and end of the prompt or spaces.
NLPerturbator then randomly selects T locations to add an
extra space. We use spaCy [51] to extract English words from
the prompt for this and the remaining categories.

A2: Extra Space inside Words. Add an extra space inside a
word, resulting in the original word being split into two words.
Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly selects T words that
are larger than 3 characters and adds a space inside the
selected words. NLPerturbator only inserts a space between
the characters of a word (i.e., does not insert space at the start
or end of a word).

A3: Repeated Words. Repeat an existing word in the prompt,
especially short words like “to”, and “a”.
Implementation. NLPerturbator first identifies short words in
the prompt that are not larger than three characters and then
randomly selects T such words and repeats each selected word
once.

A4: Repeated Chars. Repeat a character in the prompt.

Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly selects T words in
the prompt and repeats a random character in each selected
word.
B. Categories of Deletion.

The categories of Deletion are related to the removal of an
element in the prompt.
D1: Char Deletion. Drop a character from the prompt.
Implementation. NLPerturbator first identifies the characters
that meet the following requirements: (1) reside in a word
with at least three characters; (2) not at the start or the end
of a word; (3) are lowercase alphabets. NLPerturbator then
randomly drops T such characters from the prompt.
D2: Preposition Deletion. Drop a preposition or a subordi-
nating conjunction (e.g., “to”, “of”) from the prompt.
Implementation. NLPerturbator leverages spaCy [51] to iden-
tify the part of speech for each word and then randomly drops
T prepositions and subordinating conjunctions in the prompt.
D3: Determiner Deletion. Drop a determiner (e.g., “a”,
“the”) from the prompt.
Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly drops T prepositions
identified by using spaCy [51].
D4: Space Deletion. Drop a space between the words from
the prompt.
Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies the whitespace char-
acters between the words. Such space can include the space on
the keyboard, a newline mark, and a tab mark. NLPerturbator
then randomly drops T spaces from the prompt.
C. Categories of Editing.

The categories of Editing are related to editing a character
or a word in the prompt.
E1: Keyboard Typo. Replace a character in the prompt with
its adjacent character on the keyboard.
Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies the lowercase al-
phabetic characters in the prompt and randomly selects T
characters. For each selected character, NLPerturbator then
randomly replaces it with a character that is adjacent on the
keyboard. The retrieval of adjacent characters is based on our
predefined mappings. For example, if the original character is
“r”, NLPerturbator then randomly selects from “e”, “d”, “f”,
and “t” to replace it. Note that our implementation is based
on the standard layout (i.e., QWERTY layout) of keyboard.
E2: Extra Capital Letter. Capitalize a lowercase character .
Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly selects T lowercase
alphabetic characters and capitalizes them.
E3: Grammatical Person Variation. Convert a verb between
its base form and its third person singular.
Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies the verbs in the
prompt and randomly selects T of them. Then NLPertur-
bator interchanges these verbs between their original and
third person singular forms with the help of spaCy [51] and
LemmInflect [52].
E4: Active and Passive Voice Variation. Convert a verb
between active voice and passive voice.



TABLE II
CATEGORIES OF PERTURBATIONS. THE IDS OF THE FINAL CATEGORIES ARE MARKED IN BOLD AND THE INITIAL CATEGORIES FILTERED BY THE

SURVEY ARE WITH STRIKETHROUGH.
ID Name Example (Original) Example (Perturbed)

Categories of Addition (A1 - A4)
A1 Extra Space outside Words Write a function to replace ... Write a function to replace ...

A2 Extra Space inside Words Write a function to replace ... Write a func tion to replace ...

A3 Repeated Words Write a function to replace ... Write a function to to replace ...

A4 Repeated Chars Write a function to replace ... Write a funnction to replace ...

A5 Synonym Insertion Write a function to find ... Write a function to find discover ...

A6 Attaching URL Write a function to replace ... Write a function to replace ... https://google.com

A7 Attaching Interrogation Statements Write a function to replace ... Write a function to replace ... what is what
Categories of Deletion (D1 - D4)

D1 Char Deletion Write a function to find ... Write a funtion to find ...

D2 Preposition Deletion Write a function to find ... Write a function find ...

D3 Determiner Deletion Write a function to reverse the string and ... Write a function to reverse string and ...

D4 Space Deletion Write a function to find ... Write afunction to find ...
Categories of Editing (E1 - E6)

E1 Keyboard Typo Write a function to replace ... Writr a function to replace ...

E2 Extra Capital Letter Write a function to replace ... WRite a function to replace ...

E3 Grammatical Person Variation Write a function that replaces the ... Write a function that replace the ...

E4 Active and Passive Voice Variation ... if numbers are sorted in ascending order. ... if numbers sort in ascending order.

E5 Word Class Variation ... check the required numbers of ...” ... check the requirement numbers of ...”

E6 Synonym Substitution Write a function to find the index of ... Write a function to locate the index of ...

E7 Random Char Replacement Write a function to replace ... Write a func!ion to replace ...
Categories of Swap (S1 - S2)

S1 Swap Adjacent Chars Write a function to reverse the string ... Write a function to revesre the string ...

S2 Swap Adjacent Words Write a function to reverse the string ... Write a function reverse to the string ...

S3 Swap Chars Randomly Write a function to reverse the string ... Write a function to rrveese the string ...

S4 Middle Random Swap Write a function to reverse the string ... Write a function to rsrveee the string ...

S5 Fully Random Swap Write a function to reverse the string ... Write a function to esrveer the string ...
Categories of Paraphrasing (P1 - P2)

P1 Rephrasing Sentence Print even numbers from a list of numbers. Given a list of numbers, print the even numbers.

P2 Declarative to Interrogative Print even numbers from a list of numbers. Can you print even numbers from a list of numbers?
Combinations of Co-occurred Categories (C1 - C3)

C1 A1 + E1 Write a function to check whether ... Write a function to chevk whether ...

C2 A4 + E1 Write a function to check whether ... Write a functiion to chevk whether ...

C3 D1 + E1 Write a function to check whether ... Write a funtion to chevk whether ...

Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies the verbs in the
prompt and randomly selects T of them. If the word is in
the past participle form, NLPerturbator converts it to the
active form; and vice versa. NLPerturbator accomplishes it
by spaCy [51] and LemmInflect [52].

E5: Word Class Variation. Convert a word to its different
part of speech.
Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly selects T words and
then transforms their word classes. NLPerturbator converts
words randomly among the forms of nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and adverbs.

E6: Synonym Substitution. Substitute a word to its synonym.
Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies substantive words
(i.e., prepositions, determiners, etc. will be excluded) and

randomly selects T words. Then NLPerturbator replaces these
words with their synonyms using WordNet [53], which is
widely used by prior studies to retrieve synonyms [54], [55],
[56].

D. Categories of Swap.

The categories of Swap are related to the swap of characters
or words in the prompt.

S1: Swap Adjacent Chars. Swap two characters that are
adjacent in a word.
Implementation. NLPerturbator first identifies the characters
that meet the following requirements: (1) reside in a word with
at least three characters; (2) not at the start or the end of a
word; (3) are lowercase alphabetic characters. NLPerturbator
then randomly selects T characters to swap with their next



character in the word. While randomly selecting the candidate
characters to swap, NLPerturbator only selects non-adjacent
characters to swap with their next characters to avoid consec-
utive swaps in the same word.
S2: Swap Adjacent Words. Swap two words that are adjacent
in the prompt.
Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly selects T words in
the prompt to swap with their next words. Similar to S1,
NLPerturbator only selects non-adjacent words to swap with
their next words to avoid consecutive swaps.
E. Categories of Paraphrasing.

P1: Rephrasing Sentence. Rephrase the prompt while pre-
serving the original semantic meaning.
Implementation. NLPerturbator splits the prompt into sen-
tences through punctuations and randomly selects T sen-
tences. NLPerturbator then utilizes paraphraser Parrot [57] to
rephrases them.
P2: Declarative to Interrogative. Convert the request in the
prompt from declarative to interrogative.
Implementation. NLPerturbator identifies the imperative sen-
tence in the prompt (e.g., “Write a program...”) and leverages
the API of OpenAI LLMs [58] to convert to an interrogative
sentence.

F. Combinations of Co-occurred Categories.

We discuss the implementation of co-occurred categories
summarized from our survey. The details of the survey results
can be found in RQ1 of Section V. The time of perturbations
for each member category in the combination is computed
independently. It is calculated based on the product of per-
turbable elements and half of the default frequency value. We
refer to the perturbation times of each member category as T1

and T2.
C1: Extra Space outside Words & Keyboard Typo (A1
+ E1). Add an extra space outside the words and replace
a character in the prompt with its adjacent character on the
keyboard.
Implementation. NLPerturbator first performs the perturbation
of Keyboard Typo (as discussed in E1 of this section) T1

times. NLPerturbator then randomly selects T2 locations that
are outside of a word to add an extra space.
C2: Repeated Chars & Keyboard Typo (A4 + E1). Repeat
a character in the prompt and also replace another character
with its adjacent character on the keyboard.
Implementation. NLPerturbator randomly selects T1 characters
to apply Keyboard Typo and further randomly selects T2 words
to repeat a random character in each selected word.
C3: Char Deletion & Keyboard Typo (D1 + E1). Drop a
character from the prompt and also replace a character with
its adjacent character on the keyboard.
Implementation. After NLPerturbator performing Keyboard
Typo T1 times, NLPerturbator further identifies the characters
that are not affected by Keyboard Typo and randomly drops
T2 such characters.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of each RQ.

A. RQ1: Practitioners’ Perspective on the Categories of Per-
turbations in NL

We discuss the results of RQ1 in three aspects: (1) survey
participants’ perspective for each category; (2) co-occurred
categories; and (3) the detailed comments on some categories.

Survey Participants’ Perspective for each Category. Fig-
ure 3 shows the results of whether the survey participants
consider each category of perturbations can occur in real-world
scenarios. We find that there are 18 categories of which Yes is
the majority response. The percentage varies from 50.0% for
A3: Repeated Words and S2: Swap Adjacent Words to 96.2%
for E6: Synonym Substitution.

For the remaining 7 categories, the majority response is
“No”. Among them, E7: Random Char Replacement, S3:
Swap Chars Randomly, S4: Middle Random Swap, and S5:
Fully Random Swap have an over 70% percentage of negative
rates. These categories are used by prior robustness-related
studies [59], [19], [12] for perturbation.

Co-occurred Categories. Among the 52 valid responses,
45 (86.5%) participants consider that multiple categories of
perturbations can occur in the same prompt, and 7 (13.5%)
participants are not sure of this question.

We received 31 responses regarding the combinations of
co-occurred categories. We further filter 2 responses that
provide general comments such as “There are many possible
combinations of different perturbations”. For the remaining
29 responses, the participants provided 144 combinations in
total. We then identify the unique combinations and count the
frequency. Overall, there are 80 unique combinations provided
by the participants. We include the three combinations of
which frequency is larger than 5 in our study and implement
the perturbators correspondingly. C1 - C3 in Table II presents
these co-occurred categories with examples.

Comments on Categories. Besides, we also received com-
ments from the survey participants regarding the details of
some categories. For example:
“I think repeated words may only happen for short words,
like “to to” or “the the” and repeated char could happen in
relatively long words.”
“Char deletion seems not easy to occur in very short words,
but can be possible in long words.”

We take their comments into account while implementing
the perturbators. For example, we have leveraged the above
two comments in the implementations of Repeated Words (A3)
and Char Deletion (D1).

Summary: Among the 25 initial categories of perturba-
tions, there are 18 categories that a majority of the survey
participants consider they can occur in real-world scenarios.
Our survey participants also provide 80 combinations of co-
occurred categories and three of them are mentioned more
than five times.
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Fig. 3. Survey participants’ rating for each category (RQ1). Categories in the final list are marked in bold; the majority answer is marked with its number
of percentage.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF HUMAN EVALUATION ON AUTOMATED PERTURBATIONS OF EACH CATEGORY (RQ2).

Dataset A1 A2 A3 A4 D1 D2 D3 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 S1 S2 P1 P2 C1 C2 C3 Avg.
Effectiveness (%)

HumanEval 100.0 98.2 99.4 100.0 99.4 99.4 97.6 98.8 97.0 97.6 89.0 82.3 93.9 87.8 97.6 97.6 51.2 97.6 97.0 98.8 95.7 94.0
MBPP 100.0 99.8 99.3 98.8 100.0 93.4 100.0 100.0 99.8 99.8 99.5 99.5 99.1 73.5 98.6 98.1 80.8 96.7 99.8 99.5 100.0 96.7

Naturalness (%)
HumanEval 100.0 97.6 92.1 92.1 98.8 98.2 98.8 97.6 90.9 98.2 98.8 67.1 79.3 21.3 97.0 68.3 85.4 60.4 91.5 92.7 94.5 86.6
MBPP 100.0 98.1 99.5 99.1 99.5 98.8 100.0 100.0 94.6 98.6 99.5 67.9 90.6 41.2 99.8 76.4 81.0 94.2 96.5 96.3 95.8 91.8

B. RQ2: Automatically Composing Perturbations in NL

In this RQ, we present the results of our human evaluation
on the perturbed prompts. As discussed in Section III, we
examine the effectiveness (i.e., if the perturbation belongs to
the desired category and is applied to the NL part of the
prompt) and naturalness (i.e., if the resulted prompt looks
natural) of each perturbed prompt. We study the 18 final
categories and 3 combinations of co-occurred categories. For
the result that is either not effective or not natural, we manually
modify it to be effective and natural. We then have two datasets
with manually verified perturbations of each category based
on HumanEval and MBPP that can be used to examine the
robustness of LLMs on code generation, namely HumanEval-
R and MBPP-R.

Results. Table III presents the results of this RQ. Over-
all, NLPerturbator has an effectiveness and naturalness of
over 90% for 14 out of the 21 categories for both of the
two datasets. For HumanEval, the effectiveness ranges from
51.2% of Rephrasing Sentence (P1) to 100.0% of Repeated
Chars (A4), the naturalness ranges from 21.3% of Synonym
Substitution (E6) to 100% of Extra Space outside Words
(A1). For MBPP, the effectiveness ranges from 73.5% of
Synonym Substitution (E6) to 100% of Char Deletion (D1),

the naturalness ranges from 41.2% of Synonym Substitution
(E6) to 100% of Determiner Deletion (D3). NLPerturbator has
an average effectiveness and naturalness of 94.0% & 86.6%
for HumanEval, and 96.7% & 91.8% for MBPP, respectively.

Case Study. We discuss the cases of perturbations in four
aspects: ❶ both effective and natural; ❷ effective but not
natural; ❸ not effective but natural; ❹ not effective and not
natural. As showns in Figure 4, we provide two perturbed
examples for ❶ and one pair of examples each for ❷❸❹,
respectively. Each pair of the examples for ❷❸❹ include an
automatically perturbed prompt on the left and a manually
modified prompt on the right. We only present the NL part in
the prompt with differences for brevity.

❶ Effective & Natural. As shown in example 1 of Figure 4, the
first sentence in the prompt is transformed from a declarative
sentence (i.e., “For a given list...”) to an interrogative sentence
(i.e., “Can you calculate Mean...”) by NLPerturbator. The
change is consistent with the requirements of the perturbation
category P2: Declarative to Interrogative and the resulting
prompt looks natural. For example 2, the automated perturba-
tor of E1: Keyboard Typo changes the letter “r” in the word
“characters” to the adjacent character “t”, which matches
the definition of its category. Besides, it seems natural to the



❶ Effective & Natural

Example 1 P2, Humaneval/4 Example 2                   E1, MBPP/741

For a given list of input numbers, Can 
you calculate Mean Absolute Deviation 
around the mean of this dataset. for a 
given list of input numbers?

Write a python function to check whether 
all the chartacters are same or not.

❷ Effective & Not Natural

Auto → Manual                                            E6, HumanEval/131

Given a positive integer n, return the 
product of the oddqueer digits.

Given a positive integer n, return the 
productmultiplication of the odd digits.

❹ Not Effective & Not Natural

Auto → Manual S2, MBPP/3

Write a python function to identify 
nonnon identify-prime numbers.

Write a python function to 
identifyidentify to non-prime numbers.

❸ Not Effective & Natural

Auto → Manual P1, MBPP/770

Write a python function to find the 
average of cubes of first n natural 
numbers.

WriteDevelop a pPython function to find
that calculates the average of cubes of 
first n natural numbers.

Fig. 4. Examples of effectiveness and naturalness in the perturbation (RQ2).

scenario of inputting adjacent characters by accident when
using the keyboard.

❷ Effective & Not Natural. On the left side of this case, the
word “odd” is automatically perturbated to “queer” for the
category E6: Synonym Substitution. Although the perturbator
effectively replaces the word with one of the synonyms of
“odd”, it does not understand the actual meaning of odd
in the context (i.e., denoting the opposite of even numbers).
Therefore, the resulting synonym is unnatural given the context
of this prompt. The process of manual verification replaces
the word “product” with “multiplication” which remains the
same meaning.

❸ Not Effective & Natural. In this example, the perturbator
is for the category of P1: Rephrasing Sentence. However, the
perturbator simply removes the word “the” and the period
at the end instead of actually paraphrasing the sentence.
Therefore, although the resulting prompt looks natural, it
does not effectively follow the definition of its category. We
manually change the verb (i.e., “Write” → “Develop”) and
structure (i.e., “to find” → “that calculates”) to rephrase the
prompt and preserve the same semantic meaning.

❹ Not Effective & Not Natural. For S2: Swap Adjacent
Words, the perturbator is supposed to swap two adjacent words
in the sentence. However, in this example, the word connected
by the hyphen “non-prime” is separated, and the prefix “non”
is exchanged with the adjacent word “identify” due to the
tokenizer’s identification of different words. Therefore, the
perturbed prompt is neither effective nor natural. To have an
effective and natural perturbed prompt, we manually swap
word “identity” with “to” as shown on the right of this
example.

Summary: NLPerturbator has an effectiveness & natural-
ness of over 90% for 14 out of the 21 categories for both
datasets, with an average effectiveness & naturalness of
94.0% & 86.6% for HumanEval, and 96.7% & 91.8% for
MBPP, respectively.

❶ Perturbed Prompt Fails & Original Prompt Passes                                   P2, MBPP/406, WizardCoder

Original Prompt Perturbed Prompt

Write a python function to find whether 
the parity of a given number is odd.

Can you write a python function to find 
whether the parity of a given number is 
odd?

Output (original) Output (perturbed)

def find_Parity(num):
if num % 2 == 0:

def find_Parity(num):
if num % 2 == 0:

return False
else:

return True

return True
else:

return False

×

❷ Both Perturbed & Original Prompt Pass E2, HumanEval/22, Incoder

Original Prompt Perturbed Prompt

""" Filter given list of any python 
values only for integers

""" Filter given List of any python 
values only for integers

Output (original) Output (perturbed)

return [value for value in values if 
isinstance(value, int)]

return [x for x in values if 
isinstance(x, int)]

√ √

√

Fig. 5. Examples of code generation using our manually-verified perturbation
datasets (RQ3). We only present the part with differences inside each pair of
prompts and generated code for brevity.

C. RQ3: Robustness of Code LLMs to NL Perturbations on
Code Generation

In this research question, we discuss the results of code
generation using original prompts and the perturbed results.
We use the six LLMs discussed in Section III to run the
experiments of code generation. We run the experiments of
code generation on our manually verified dataset with default
frequency (i.e., HumanEval-R and MBPP-R) and compare
them with the results of using original prompts.

Results. Table IV presents the results of this sub-RQ. The
numbers of relative decrease over 3% and 5% are particularly
marked. Overall, we find that all the categories of perturbations
lead to decreases in the results for the six code LLMs in
general. The extent of decrease varies for different models
and different categories.
Results for Different Categories. We find that the perturba-
tions of some categories have more considerable decreases in
the performance of code generation. For example, Declarative
to Interrogative (P2) decreases the Pass@1 of HumanEval and
MBPP datasets to 30.3% (relatively decrease by 4.8%) and
44.2% (relatively decrease by 6.1%) on average, respectively.
Particularly, the perturbation of P2 decreases the Pass@1 of
Incoder in MBPP by 21.2% relatively, from 19.7% to 15.6%,
which is the largest decrease among all the results. In contrast,
categories such as Extra Space outside Words (A1) decrease
the results by a relatively small margin (i.e., relative decreases
of 1.7% and 0.9% on average for HumanEval and MBPP,
respectively).
Results for Different Models. The last column of Table IV
shows the average results of each model, excluding the results
of using original prompts. We find that there is a decrease
of Pass@1 for all the six code LLMs in general. Among the
models, Incoder has a more noticeable decrease (e.g., a relative
decrease of 5.6% for HumanEval, 15.2% vs. 16.1%) while
StarCoder and WizardCoder have a relatively mild decrease.
The potential reason might be that StarCoder has a larger size
of parameters than other models (e.g., 15.5B vs. 6-7B), and
WizardCoder is further fine-tuned using Python code, which
may enhance the overall capability of LLMs in comprehending
various scenarios and connecting NL with python code.



TABLE IV
RESULTS OF CODE GENERATION USING THE ORIGINAL PROMPT (ORI.) AND EACH CATEGORY OF THE PERTURBED PROMPTS (RQ3). THE RELATIVE

DECREASE OVER 3% COMPARED TO ORI. IS MARKED IN italic and blue, AND OVER 5% IS MARKED IN italic, bold, and blue. AVG.: AVERAGE NUMBER OF
PERTURBED RESULTS.

Model Ori. A1 A2 A3 A4 D1 D2 D3 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 S1 S2 P1 P2 C1 C2 C3 Avg.
HumanEval (Pass@1)

InCoder 16.1 15.9 13.4 16.0 15.2 15.7 16.3 16.0 14.6 13.6 16.2 15.7 15.4 15.7 15.6 15.1 15.5 13.9 15.3 14.9 15.1 14.6 15.2
Code Llama 30.5 30.0 28.5 29.1 29.4 30.3 28.7 28.8 29.3 29.6 29.2 29.7 30.9 29.6 29.2 29.7 29.3 28.6 29.8 30.0 29.4 28.8 29.4
CodeGeeX2 33.2 31.8 30.6 31.6 32.1 31.4 32.6 32.2 31.0 31.4 32.3 32.8 32.5 31.9 32.2 31.9 32.3 30.9 31.4 32.8 32.6 31.7 31.9
CodeGen2.5 33.4 33.4 32.5 32.3 31.0 31.3 32.5 32.9 32.6 32.2 32.3 33.2 33.1 32.8 32.9 31.5 33.4 32.1 30.2 32.4 31.7 31.1 32.2
StarCoder 33.9 33.0 33.2 33.9 33.5 32.9 32.9 33.4 33.7 32.0 34.4 33.1 34.2 33.4 33.9 34.0 33.2 33.2 31.3 33.7 33.6 33.2 33.3
WizardCoder 43.9 43.5 42.1 42.8 43.8 42.9 43.2 43.9 42.0 41.7 44.4 43.5 43.8 44.3 43.3 42.8 43.3 41.1 44.0 44.7 43.1 41.5 43.1
Avg. 31.8 31.3 30.0 31.0 30.8 30.7 31.0 31.2 30.5 30.1 31.5 31.3 31.7 31.3 18.3 30.8 31.2 30.0 30.3 31.4 30.9 30.2 30.9

MBPP (Pass@1)
InCoder 19.7 17.5 19.0 20.3 19.7 18.3 19.2 20.0 19.0 18.4 19.6 20.7 19.7 19.4 19.9 19.1 19.9 19.8 15.6 19.3 19.5 19.1 19.2
Code Llama 49.6 50.2 48.9 49.0 48.0 48.4 48.2 49.9 48.8 47.8 50.7 48.1 48.0 47.3 49.0 48.4 49.4 48.5 46.0 48.5 46.7 47.9 48.5
CodeGeeX2 45.8 45.9 45.3 45.9 45.5 45.6 44.8 45.6 46.1 43.7 47.0 43.6 41.8 44.5 44.2 45.7 43.1 45.2 41.7 44.5 44.8 43.6 44.7
CodeGen2.5 54.3 54.5 53.9 54.4 53.8 54.2 52.6 54.1 54.0 53.8 53.1 52.6 51.7 53.1 53.0 54.2 54.5 53.9 51.6 52.9 52.9 52.3 53.4
StarCoder 56.0 55.5 55.5 55.7 55.6 54.6 54.9 56.0 56.0 54.3 55.5 53.9 53.9 55.8 54.8 55.6 56.5 55.8 54.5 55.6 54.2 55.4 55.2
WizardCoder 57.1 56.2 56.9 56.6 56.1 56.4 55.8 56.5 57.0 56.3 56.8 56.9 56.6 57.2 56.6 57.4 55.5 55.0 56.1 56.2 56.1 54.6 56.3
Avg. 47.1 46.7 46.6 47.0 46.4 46.3 45.9 47.0 46.8 45.7 47.1 46.0 45.3 46.2 27.7 46.7 46.5 46.4 44.2 46.2 45.7 45.5 46.2

Case Study. We discuss the cases in two aspects: the generated
code using ❶ the perturbed prompt fails the tests but the
original prompt passes the tests, and the generated code using
❷ perturbed and original prompts both pass the tests. Figure 5
shows the examples of generated code with and without
perturbations.
❶ Perturbed Prompt Fails & Original Prompt Passes. As
shown in Figure 5, the natural language part of the prompt is
converted from a declarative sentence “Write ...is odd.” to an
interrogative sentence “Can you ...?” following the category
of Declarative to Interrogative (P2). However, with such
limited modifications, the logic of the code generated by the
model is completely opposite (i.e., an interchange between
return values True and False), consequently leading to the
failure in this code generation request (i.e., judging parity).
Despite that WizardCoder is relatively less affected by other
perturbations (i.e., as shown in the results of Table IV), the
changes of sentence structure (although the same semantic
meaning is preserved) may still impact LLMs for their
understanding of the prompt.
❷ Both Perturbed & Original Prompt Pass. In this case, the
first letter “l” of word “list” is capitalized (i.e., “List”) in the
prompt following the category of Extra Capital Letter (E2). By
comparing the generated code before and after perturbations,
although there are differences in the name of identifiers within
the list (i.e., “value” → “x”), the semantics remain the same.
The results in Table IV and this example suggest that these
LLMs might be relatively insensitive to the case of natural
language in the prompt.

Summary: The performance of code generation is de-
creased by the perturbed prompts, while the extent varies
for different categories and code LLMs.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Implications

Implications for Prompt Engineering. (1) As shown in the
results of RQ3, the perturbations of NL description in the
prompts can decrease the performance of code generation

using LLMs. A variation of one word in the prompts may
result in the returned code solution from correct to incorrect.
Our survey participants consider that such perturbations may
often happen in real-world scenarios. Therefore, practitioners
should be attentive while composing the prompts. For
example, carefully verifying the syntax of the prompts to avoid
typos and grammar issues by integrating a syntax detector or
applying specific pre-processing strategies. (2) We also find
that transforming the prompts from declarative (e.g., “Write
a Python function that ...”) to interrogative (e.g., “Can you
write a python function that ...”) can noticeably decrease
the performance of code generation. Declarative statements
might be more suggested to use for the description of code
generation by LLMs. (3) We also find that there is a more
considerable overall decrease in HumanEval than MBPP. The
potential reason might be that the average number of words in
NL descriptions of Humaneval is much larger than MBPP (i.e.,
47.0 vs. 17.9, as shown in Table I), and the perturbations may
have a more obvious impact on datasets with more complicated
descriptions. Therefore, for more sophisticated requirements
of code generation, a more concrete and precise NL may
be needed. Overall, our findings highlight the importance of
constructing proper prompts to better leverage LLMs in SE
tasks such as code generation.

Implications for the Robustness of LLMs. In our survey,
practitioners consider that the perturbations of NL may occur
in real-world scenarios when using LLMs to perform code
generation. For example, a participant commented that “Peo-
ple may have bad command of English, so some grammatical
variations may be acceptable”. The participant mentioned
that users are not always writing perfect English, LLMs
are preferred to also provide coherent results given prompts
with grammatical variations. Therefore, the robustness to
real-world variations in NL is an important aspect of
the practicability and user experience of LLMs in code
generation. In RQ3, we find that the current code LLMs
are not sufficiently robust to the prompts with these
perturbations. Future studies may consider investigating how



to improve such robustness and build more practically useful
LLMs in the real world.
B. Threats to Validity

Internal Validity. We manually evaluate the perturbed
prompts for their effectiveness and naturalness. To mitigate the
subjectivity in this process, the two authors of this paper follow
the process of prior studies [45], [60] and independently label
the results and discuss each disagreement until a consensus is
reached. We have a substantial agreement during this process,
with a Cohen’s Kappa value of 0.74. We summarize 25
initial perturbation categories based on literature review and
practical experiences. The summarized categories may not
be complete and reflect all the possible scenarios. However,
the implementation of each perturbator in NLPerturbator is
independent, which makes NLPerturbator easy to extend and
include additional perturbators.
External Validity. We only include open-source code LLMs
in our experiments and we do not study commercial LLMs
(e.g., ChatGPT [13]). Our concern is that commercial LLMs
are continuously updating and evolving, the studied version
may be outdated and permanently not available anymore. In
contrast, open-source LLMs can be stably accessed over time
once they are released and the historical versions can be
retrospected. We choose code LLMs to conduct the study as
they can directly perform code generation on-the-fly, without
the need of fine-tuning the models using additional code data.
Future research may study the robustness in real-world scenar-
ios on other language models. We conduct the study on the task
of code generation only. However, our perturbation technique
on NL is general. Future studies may consider verifying the
findings of our study on other software engineering tasks.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we study and explore the robustness of code
LLMs to NL perturbations in real-world scenarios. First, we
derive 18 perturbation categories that may happen in the real
world through a literature review and a comprehensive survey
with practitioners. Based on these categories, we then perform
automated perturbation and manual validation on two widely
used code generation datasets. Finally, we evaluate the robust-
ness of six open-source code LLMs on the manually verified
datasets. Our study provides practitioners and researchers with
a practical perspective on the robustness of code LLMs and
sheds light on future directions for prompt engineering and
comprehensively improving the capability of LLMs.
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